
EnoGene™ aims to be a leading manufacturer of quality antibody products for the
biotechnology, animal and human pharmaceutical industries.

EnoGene is one of the most advanced established biotechnology companies with core technologies in high
efficiency of antibody production and large scale antibody purification. EnoGene currently manufactures
and markets antibody products for use in life science research, biopharmaceutical manufacturing and
diagnostics.

EnoGene Biotech Co. Ltd, is a biological high-tech corporation that

specializes in developing and production of antibody related products

for biochemistry, molecular biology, immunology and other reagents in

general laboratory use. EnoGene Biotech possesses advanced

equipments, a highly experienced professional team, and the first

class laboratory technology to offer the best products and services to

universities, colleges, academes and institutes. At the same time,

EnoGene Biotech focuses on transferring and developing the

innovative research findings to reagent products. We will contribute to

the development of biomedical research with our continuous new

products.

At present, we have established the full-blown technology for monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies development.

Meanwhile, we provide researchers with biotech services like peptide synthesis, monoclonal antibody development,

polyclonal antibody development, antibody validation by Western Blot, ELISA, flowcytometry, immunohistochemistry, etc.

Through normative experiment operation, sternly control of the quality, and the full-blown technology, we will provide

researchers high-qualified biotech services, saving your time and energy for more secrets in the vast field of life science.

Innovation drives EnoGene continuous growth in the life Science technology field, providing the latest and most

advanced services of this domain. In short, we can supply you with constructive suggestions and comprehensive

solutions to the problems you meet during antibody development. EnoGene is committed to developing itself to the

world's provider of antibodies and antibody related services with the best quality and the most competitive-edge prices.

We're sure that EnoGene will become your right hand and a partner you can trust.

Antibody Services
EnoGene provides a one-stop solution to all our customers' antibody needs. Our services include peptide antigen design

and synthesis, polyclonal and monoclonal antibody production, affinity

purification, conjugation, fragmentation, and immunoassay development.

» Acclaimed Antigen Design and Immunogen Preparation
EnoGene antigen design combines EnoGene’s expertise with the most

advanced algorithms databases to provide peptide antigens that
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produce the highest-quality antibodies. The design process takes into account the optimal solubility, length, and

antigenicity, and measures each peptide against a specialized protein databank to limit cross-reactivity and improve

overall antibody specificity. Most peptides need to be conjugated with a larger carrier

protein like KLH for animal immunization; so EnoGene selects the most suitable

carrier based on the peptide sequence information and intended final application.

» Comprehensive Package
EnoGene's one-stop antibody services are tailored to each customer's unique needs.

For example, the antigen design process and selection of carrier protein are dictated in

part by the customer's intended final application. In addition, we adjust immunization

dosage and number of booster immunizations according to the initial antiserum titer

from each animal.

» Guaranteed Immune Response
EnoGene stands behind the promise of its antigen design system. For polyclonal antibody projects that use peptide

antigens designed, synthesized, and conjugated by EnoGene, we guarantee a final antibody product with an ELISA titer

of 1:10,000 or better.

» Competitive Prices
Our monoclonal antibody and polyclonal antibody services provide competitive quotation that worth your order.

» Resources
EnoGene owns the cell bank with over 300 cells lines, the tissue bank with all tissues and

bloods from mouse, rat, rabbit, guinea pig and most human cancer tissues. EnoGene also

owns the standard Specific Pathogen Free (SPF) animal raising spaces and facilities. The

persons who perform the animal procedure are well trained to obey animal welfare and

handling protocols.

Antibody Products
EnoGene’s antibody products are recognized as high quality because of its high standard of quality control by ourselves

and by the independent university laboratories. The product line includes over 400 immunohistochemistry antibodies,

nearly 600 signal transduction research antibodies covered in 18 signaling pathways, commonly used internal control

antibodies and tag antibodies, which have successfully application in cancer research, neuroscience and other life

science fields. Our innovation spirit will promote us to develop more and more qualified antibodies to enrich our product

lines.

»Immunohistochemistry antibodies »Cell signaling research antibodies
»Internal control antibodies »Tag antibodies »Research Kits

Contact Us:
If you would like any further information about EnoGene visit our Website: www.enogene.com or Email:
info@enogene.com: +64 9 838 420
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